Mechanics of linear microcracking in trabecular bone.
Microcracking in trabecular bone is responsible both for the mechanical degradation and remodeling of the trabecular bone tissue. Recent results on trabecular bone mechanics have demonstrated that bone tissue microarchitecture, tissue elastic heterogeneity and tissue-level mechanical anisotropy all should be considered to obtain detailed information on the mechanical stress state. The present study investigated the influence of tissue microarchitecture, tissue heterogeneity in elasticity and material separation properties and tissue-level anisotropy on the microcrack formation process. Microscale bone models were executed with the extended finite element method. It was demonstrated that anisotropy and heterogeneity of the bone tissue contribute significantly to bone tissue toughness and the resistance of trabecular bone to microcrack formation. The compressive strain to microcrack initiation was computed to increase by a factor of four from an assumed homogeneous isotropic tissue to an assumed anisotropic heterogenous tissue.